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What’s Included in this Guide

In this Remote Onboarding Guide, you will find tangible, easy-to-implement initiatives to rapidly build a remote 
onboarding program, including:

1. Pivoting Quickly from In-Person to Remote Onboarding
2. Why Does Onboarding Matter?
3. Key Building Blocks of Effective Remote Onboarding
4. Prioritize Preboarding for Remote Employees 
5. Remote Preboarding Checklist
6. Special Considerations for Remote Onboarding
7. Remote Onboarding Checklist
8. Common Remote Onboarding Mistakes
9. Welcome Email Template: For your new employee
10. Welcome Email Template: For your team
11. Powered by Technology: Supercharge Remote Onboarding 
12. Sharing the Love: Remote Onboarding Resources

Read on … remote onboarding magic awaits!
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Pivoting Quickly from In-Person to Remote Onboarding

With the unprecedented COVID-19 crisis, and no end in sight, organizations are adapting quickly to define a ‘new 
normal’ for their employees, including remote work.

Along with remote work comes remote onboarding. Under normal conditions, companies often struggle to 
retain employees in the first 90 days. With the added complexities of virtual onboarding, companies will be 
challenged with finding new ways to foster engagement, belonging, connection and trust. It’s more important 
than ever to develop an effective onboarding program that can be executed remotely. 

Particularly when remote, onboarding is your opportunity to create an experience that will set the tone for 
your new employee’s journey with your organization. So often we see companies invest time, resources and 
money in hiring – only to have things fall apart at the point of onboarding. The risk is even higher with remote 
onboarding, especially if the new employee’s role isn’t meant to be remote. By building an intentional, human-
centered remote onboarding process you can help to mitigate potential risks for your organization and 
ensure a smooth experience for your new employee.

This doesn’t mean throwing out your existing process. Instead, focus on one-degree shifts. Small changes with 
big impact. So, how can we set remote employees up for success and create a sense of belonging remotely? 
… without recreating the wheel?  Read on, you’re in for a treat!
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On·board·ing
noun

the experience, actions, activities and 
process of integrating a new employee 

into an organization
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Engages new employees
effectively

Improves retention of  
new employees

Enhances productivity  
& quality of work

Elevates a sense of belonging  
for the employee

Decreases the waste of valuable  
resources – time and money

Increases the rate in which new  
hires start contributing

WHY DOES ONBOARDING MATTER?



Key Building Blocks of Remote Onboarding 

If we were to distill the most important components of a remote onboarding program, they would fall into 
these categories:
1. Policies and Procedures: Ensure the compliance aspect of the onboarding is covered, including remote work 

policies and expectations.
2. Communication: Frequent and meaningful communication is essential for collaboration, feedback on the 

process, and productivity.
3. Systems: The right tools and technology in place at your new employees’ home office before their first day is a 

major contributor to successful onboarding.
4. Belonging: Unique initiatives to connect your team, including virtual happy hours, celebrations, pre-

scheduled meetings, etc. are essential to fostering a positive team dynamic.

What’s the Difference Between ‘Orientation’ & ‘Onboarding’?
One of the most common misconceptions about onboarding is that it’s the same as  orientation. This may be 
one the biggest reasons why most ‘onboarding’ programs are  actually just first-day orientations in disguise. 
Onboarding, whether on-site or remote, should not be the same as orientation. It’s the full experience!
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Orientation Onboarding

Definition: a part of onboarding where a new  
employee is provided information such as  working 
hours, duties, performance standards,  benefits and 
facilities, and more.

Definition: the action or process of integrating  a 
new employee into an organization.

Who: Hiring manager, HR manager Who: Coworkers, Mentors, Hiring Manager,  HR 
Manager, Company Owner

Structure: Presentation, one-on-one meeting,  
handbook, checklist, training guide, policy  manual

Structure: Performance reviews, virtual lunch 
and  learns, mentorship, frequent check-ins

When: The employee’s first day; usually lasts  
between 1-4 hours

When: Ongoing; timeframe can vary from  30 
days to a full year

Purpose: Formal training, setting expectations,  
reviewing policies and procedures

Purpose: assimilate the new employee into  the 
organization + the culture as quickly and  
efficiently as possible



Prioritize Preboarding for Remote Employees

The best onboarding begins before your first day. We call this ‘Pre-Boarding’. We’ve all experienced the long lapse 
between excitedly signing an offer and the first day on the job. The white noise between these important steps in 
the employee experience can be deafening. 

Preboarding helps to smooth out the  orientation and onboarding process. When onboarding remotely, the 
quicker you develop connection and make employees feel comfortable asking you for what they need, the more 
successful they will be.
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Pre·board·ing
noun

the experience, actions and activities from the 
moment a job offer is signed to the moment 
they set foot in the office on their first day



Remote Preboarding Checklist

We’ve curated a list of fun and practical onboarding ideas to help you get your new employees excited for their first 
day: 

Culture & Engagement:

q Invite your new employees to company events, online seminars or webinars

q Pre-schedule a virtual lunch or coffee date with their manager and/or the team they will be working with –
send a cheeky, brand-aligned calendar invite!

q Encourage your new employee to complete a fun survey to learn more about them

q Send a “Welcome to the team!” email with personal messages from their new team

q Share a digital culture handbook (No culture handbook? No problem! Share blog posts, photos, links to 
company videos or social media channels, etc. Something that shows your culture in action!)

q Send a company FAQ with answers to questions that most new employees have in their early days

q Send your new employee some company swag, such as a coffee mug, t-shirt or mouse pad for their new home 
office

q Email an agenda of what to expect on their first day and their first week to set expectations and provide clarity

q Provide a list of your company’s career social media channels so they can follow along  and see what 
the company is up to

q Send an employee directory so they can familiarize themselves with other team members – be sure to 
include contact information!

q Send remote working guides and best practices to support them 

Compliance & Operations:

q Provide contact information for relevant contacts including HR, their manager and their buddy 

q Email  administrative papers (tax forms, benefit forms, etc.) beforehand so that your new employee 
spends their first day on more meaningful activities – like learning and connection!

q Set up logins for all important systems so that they’re able to access everything they need on day 1

q Determine their home equipment and wifi needs

q Send all required equipment, login information and technology access ahead of day one

q Populate their calendar with pre-booked meetings for orientation and training, as well as informal sessions 
for getting to know their colleagues, etc. 
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Special Considerations for Remote Onboarding

Although the goal is to have your new remote employee feel as engaged as any employee who joins your team 
in-office, this style of onboarding is undoubtedly different. Here are some the key considerations when 
onboarding new team members remotely:

Rely on their previous experience & 
expertise. Ask questions like:
• What communication systems have you 

found most effective in the past when 
working remotely?

• How frequently would you like check-ins?
• What are some great ways to collaborate 

on projects remotely?

Self-serve tools matter. This can include:
• What information would be well served as 

self-serve documents, manuals and guides?
• Where can they be stored for easy access?
• Can we create self-service video content 

for training?

Proper technology and systems. This can 
include:
• Communication channels
• Cloud access to intranet and all required 

systems
• Time or project tracking 
• IT  support
• Video and screenshare
• Proper equipment and tools (i.e. monitors, 

webcam, etc.)

Make virtual lunch a thing! Day one should 
still be memorable.
• Some companies deliver lunch to the new 

employee on day 1
• At the least, set up a virtual coffee 

meeting with the team

Develop a remote work policy & share with  
all employees. This can include:
• Systems and equipment usage
• Communication norms
• Meetings, check-ins and progress tracking
• Dress code for meetings
• Other expectations

Organize a social activity. This could  be 
virtual coffee meetings, virtual happy hour, 
or a virtual team yoga session – source out 
ideas from the team! new employee surveys 
are also a great way learn more about new 
teammates and  bridge connection.

Assign a remote buddy or mentor.
Someone to answer questions, share tips 
and best practices, build connection and 
guide them through their first 3 months. In 
addition to their buddy, consider booking 
virtual coffees with someone from: 
• Management
• Human Resources
• Marketing
• Relevant Departments

Solicit feedback and constantly update 
your process. If remote onboarding is new, 
be honest and tell that to new employees! 
Ask for their input in developing a process 
that really works and constantly look for 
ideas and feedback from the key users –
your team.



Remote Onboarding Checklist

Are you ready for your new employee? Use this template as a guide for your next remote onboarding. Once you 
have the basics nailed down, you can start thinking of ways to innovate your remote onboarding process with 
initiatives that are unique to your business and aligned with your culture!

Before Their First Day:

q Send ‘Welcome’ email to new employee with administrative forms

q Invite new employee to connect with other employees via social media, communication channels, employee 
directory, etc.

q Set up all systems, log in information, intranets and other information that will be needed prior to day one. 
Send out equipment as needed

q Send a handwritten card with any equipment or other tools mailed out to the employee

First Day:

q Introduce the new employee to the team with a team directory or virtual tour

q Schedule a video call to start day one off

q Review key policies and set expectations about the role with screenshare

q Q+A – Give the employee a chance to ask questions + provide feedback 

q Provide self-serve resources, links, articles and guides for their new role and for overall 
remote work best practices

q Start a “Welcome Thread” in your team communication channel (like Slack) for everyone to greet your new employee

q Send a gift card for Skip the Dishes (or other delivery service) coupon so that lunch is on you! Schedule a 
video lunch meeting with other employees to facilitate team bonding

q Establish clear expectations and key performance indicators for their first 90 days (it’s hard to achieve success 
when you don’t know what success looks like) 

First Week:

q Pair the new employee with a remote mentor or a buddy

q Discuss employee goals and aspirations and document in their file

q Check in with the new employee to see how first week is going and get feedback  on their onboarding

q Review the agenda and action items for the following week and pre-schedule upcoming  virtual meetings 
with leadership and mentors

Ongoing:

q Conduct formal performance reviews (3-month, 6-month, 1-year mark) and continuous check-ins virtually

q Celebrate milestones and recognize employee achievements

q Organize team events such as team lunches, virtual happy hour, virtual coffee chats, etc.

q Evaluate progress on goals and discuss career development
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Common Onboarding Mistakes

Fatal flaws that drive new employees away. We all make mistakes. Onboarding a new employee ineffectively can 
lead to higher turnover, performance issues, and more. These are the most common remote onboarding mistakes:

✗ Being unprepared for a new employee’s remote onboarding

✗ Mismanaging expectations about the role or the company culture

✗ Having poor systems in place, weak internet connection, or unorganized process

✗ Leaving your new employee to fend for themselves with minimal training and resources

✗ Minimizing engagement by primarily focusing on administrative details

✗ Failing to change or modify an inefficient onboarding practice

✗ Treating onboarding as a one-time orientation, rather than an ongoing initiative

✗ Lacking clarity regarding who is accountable for what – leaving your new employee hanging

Luckily, there’s a lot that can be done to improve onboarding. It doesn’t need to be completely overhauled to 
perfection overnight. Instead, focus on one-degree shifts. Small changes with big impact. Learn from every round of
remote onboarding and focus on continuous improvement. 

Here are  some ways to overcome common remote onboarding mistakes:

ü Organize onboarding ahead of time, work from a clear process and checklist to ensure consistency

ü Assign a remote onboarding buddy and involve all team members in the process

ü Check in throughout the first day and first few weeks to see how your new employee is doing

ü Schedule lots of video meetings to develop relationships

ü Ask for feedback — determine what we can do to improve the onboarding experience

ü Provide clear expectations on availability, communication, and progress tracking

ü Train your new employees virtually on programs, systems, and projects and ensuring they understand

ü Update the remote onboarding program as often as possible to include feedback from  new 
employees and current employees
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Welcome Email Template | For your new employee

Welcoming new employees to your team. Send this template to your new employee 1 to 3 business days before 
they start. Inject personality into this template by adjusting content and language to align with your tone, your 
culture and your process!

Subject: Welcome to [Company Name], [Employee Name] !

Hi [Employee Name] ,

We are so excited to have you officially join our team as a [Position] on [Date].

Your first week will be filled with new information, getting to know your team, and getting accustomed to your 
new role remotely.  Your schedule for day one includes:

1. Introduction to your manager
2. Introduction to the company
3. Policy overview and questions
4. Virtual lunch with your team
5. Video training and resources
6. End of day check-in meeting

You will receive a lot of information during your first week. Please lean on your team members for support and 
questions. Even though you aren’t currently in the office, our team is completely available to you. We have pre-
scheduled the following virtual  meetings for you for week one:

[Meeting #1] with your remote buddy, [Employee Name]
[Meeting #2] with your manager, [Employee Name]
[Meeting #1] with a recent new employee who can help you through the process, [Employee Name]

In full transparency, remote onboarding is still new for us. We encourage your feedback on this process so we can 
continue to optimize it to be the most meaningful and effective experience possible. If you’ve seen something 
that works, please share it with us!

You can expect a follow up email that includes administrative documents for you to complete before your first 
day, along with your system login information. Please let me know if you have any questions as you review these.

Looking forward to working with you on [Date]!

Cheers,
[Your Signature]
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Welcome Email Template | For your team

Introducing your new employee to your team. Send this template to your team 1 to 3 business days before your 
new employee starts. Take the opportunity to get your team excited about their new colleague by sharing 
something personal (with permission) to help bridge connection. Provide contact information and a link to their 
LinkedIn profile, encouraging team members to start reaching out!

Facilitating one-to-one connection is especially important for remote onboarding. Employees won’t have the 
opportunity for an impromptu ‘meet cute’ at the water cooler, so we need to help facilitate this with intention.

Subject: Welcoming [Employee Name] to [Company Name]!

Hi everyone,

Exciting news – our team is growing! We have a new team member, [Employee Name], joining our team on 
[Date].

[Employee Name] will be joining our team as a [Position] . They will support with [Brief Description of Duties].

Let’s all do our part to help welcome [Employee Name] on their first day! This position will be remote, so it is 
essential that we ensure [Employee Name]  feels welcome and connected to our great team.  You can connect with 
[Employee Name] on LinkedIn, by email [Email Address], or using any of our company communication channels. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to volunteer to connect for a virtual coffee or meetup 
during [Employee Name]’s first week.

Thank you for your continued commitment to our team!

Cheers,
[Your Signature]
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Powered by Technology | Supercharge Remote Onboarding

Technology plays a critical role in successful remote onboarding. From ensuring that your new employee has 
access to all relevant company systems (fromminute one or day one) to leveraging technology for team 
connection, it’s important to ensure you have the right technology in place. 

Free Technology & Tools We Love

Not all budgets are created equal. Don’t let your budget prevent you from accessing technology! If you are looking to 
rapidly scale up your technology resources, take a look at some of our favourite free technology and tools:
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Graphic Design Email Marketing Social Media 
Management

Surveys & Feedback

Coordinating Team 
Availability

Best Practices & 
Research

Company 
Communication Channel

Onboarding Document 
Storage

Self-Serve
Onboarding Plan

Digital Signatures Time Tracking Video Conferencing



Sharing the Love | Remote Onboarding Resources

The collective genius is far greater than our own. We don’t believe in re-creating the wheel. Heck, we love to 
pay it forward and celebrate other brilliant tools and resources. A lot of well-known companies have been 
onboarding employees remotely for years and have great insight and guidance to share. Check out the links 
below and see what works and what doesn’t with your organization.  To make your remote onboarding effective, 
use checklists and documented process for consistency across the organization. Prioritize frequent 
communication, proper home office set up and setting clear expectations.

Design a remote onboarding program that is customized for your business. Use these tools and resources to 
identify the parts that align with your culture and your goals. Remember that process for the sake of process  
isn’t valuable. Build process and structure with intention that enables your team and empowers your new 
employees. Most importantly, make sure it works for you!

Resources & Tools by Other Smart People
1. Transitioning Your Team to Remote Work blog post by Envol

2. Remote Work Survival Kit for COVID-19 – A Crowdsourced Live Document (includes everything from checklists, 
links for employees, recruiting remotely, business planning, helpful systems and tools, etc.)

3. Building Strong Relationships in a Remote Team by Zapier

4. Remote Work and Best Practices by Forbes

5. How to Collaborate Effectively when Your Team is Remote by Harvard Business Review

6. Tips for Onboarding Remote Workers by Sapling
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Alone we can do so little; 
together we can do so much. 

- Helen Keller

“
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https://envolstrategies.com/covid19-team-transition-to-remote-work/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wCeKcivSEseEnrsnDrhnFMQBPpdKGLdOmZmZ4miLpoM/edit
https://zapier.com/learn/remote-work/remote-team-communication/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelbernick/2020/03/16/remote-work-and-best-practices-the-coronavirus-workplace-series/
https://hbr.org/2018/02/how-to-collaborate-effectively-if-your-team-is-remote%3Freferral=00060
https://www.saplinghr.com/blog/tips-for-onboarding-remote-workers


READY TO WOW YOUR 
NEW EMPLOYEES? 
WE CAN HELP!

Contact us today to get started:
hello@envolstrategies.com

envolstrategies.com • hello@envolstrategies.com • +1 778.650.0090


